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GENERATORS OF FACTORS
OF BERNOULLI SHIFTS

LAIP SWANSON

One of the questions of ergodic theory is that of "rela-
tive position" of factors of Bernoulli shift. If Ĵ Ό and &\
are factor algebras for a Bernoulli shift T, under what con-
ditions is there an isomorphism φ commuting with T such that

Ό

In this paper, we give an example of a Bernoulli shift
T of a space X and uncountably many partitions {Qa: a e A}
of X with the properties:

(1) (T,QΛ}^(T,Qβ) for a, βeA.
(2) V-co T{Qa is maximal for its entropy whenever a e A.
(3) There is no isomorphism φ commuting with T such

that ΦQa = Qβ unless a = β.

If T is an automorphism of a probability space (X, J*7μ), a
sub-sigma algebra &l of &~ is a factor algebra for T if T is an
automorphism of (X, ̂ , μ). That is, J*l is a factor algebra for T
means A e X < = > T i e ^ If ^ is a factor algebra for T, the
automorphism T restricted to (X, ̂ 9 μ) is called a factor of Γ,
denoted ! Γ | ^ .

It is clear that factors of ergodic, weakly mixing, mixing, or
Kolmogorov automorphisms are ergodic weakly mixing, mixing, or
Kolmogorov respectively. It is known (Ornstein) that factors of
Bernoulli shifts are Bernoulli. We investigate the "relative position"
of factors of Bernoulli shifts.

This paper is part of a Ph. D. thesis prepared under the super-
vision of Jacob Feldman. I thank him for many helpful discussions
as well as his encouragement. Thanks are also due Donald Ornstein
who suggested this problem and listened to my ideas.

Some of the questions one might ask about factors of Bernoulli
shifts are:

(1) If T and T' are isomorphic Bernoulli shifts (on spaces X
and X') with respective factor algebras J^ and _^ ' , under what
conditions is there an isomorphism φ (defined except on a set of
measure zero) such that

T\ T' commutes

X >X'
φ
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(i.e., φ is an isomorphism of T and T') and

(i.e., i
(2) If T and T' are Bernoulli shifts (on spaces X and X' re-

spectively), Q is a partition of X and Q' a partition of Xr, under
what conditions is there an isomorphism φ of T and Tf so that
φQ = Q', (i.e. Q = (Qw . . . , Qn), Q' = (Q,, . . . , &), and ^ = QJ for
each i)?

(3) If T is a Bernoulli shift and ^ a factor algebra for Γ,
under what conditions is there another factor algebra #[ so that

(a)

and

(b)

(We will call such a factor algebra ^[ a complement of
We can see a close relationship between questions (1) and (3):

If we are given a Bernoulli shift T of X and a factor algebra &l
such that /&(T) > h(T\^), denote by T* a Bernoulli shift of a space
Y such that Λ(ΓB) = h(T) - Λ(Γ|J^). Define T = T\J^ox TB, and
denote by ^ ^ ' and _^7', respectively, the cr-algebras of the first and
second members of the product. Now, the Ornstein isomorphism
theorem gives us the fact that T and T are isomorphic, and an
isomorphism φ of T and ϊ " taking J?l to _^7 would take some com-
plement of &l to ^l\ i.e., if φ is an isomorphism of T and T' and
φ(J^) = ^ ' , then ^""^^Γ') is a complement for _^v

On the other hand, if T = T", and ^ " and ^ ^ ' are respective
factor algebras satisfying

is complemented by

ί' is complemented by

then the Ornstein isomorphism theorem gives isomorphisms

^0 from T\&1 to

and

φ, from Γ | ^ 7 to

and ^ = φ0 x 0i is an isomorphism of T and Γ' carrying ^ to
Thus questions (1) and (3) are related in this manner: If &l and
are both complemented, there is an isomorphism from T to T"
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taking ^ to <^7. If either is complemented and such an iso-
morphism exists, they are both complemented.

We can also see that (2) is in a natural way a stronger question
than (1): If T and T are isomorphic Bernoulli shifts, V-~ T*Q = &l
and V-oo TfiQf = J*7, then an isomorphism of T and T taking Q to
Q' will certainly take ^ to ^l'.

Some results about these questions are known. Thouvenot [7]
has discovered conditions similar to the condition "finitely determined"
(see Ornstein, [4], for this definition) which are equivalent to a factor
of a Bernoulli shift being complemented, and has shown that for
every Bernoulli shift T and factor algebra ^ , there is a factor
algebra ^[ satisfying the weaker conditions

(a)

(b)

On the other hand, Ornstein and Weiss [6] have shown that if
T is a Bernoulli shift, (in fact, any if-automorphism) and
and ^l factor algebras for T satisfying

and

then

Thus a factor algebra j^l for a Bernoulli shift T can be com-
plemented only if

a condition which we will denote by "^ is maximal for its entropy"
since it means that if we expand ^l we increase the entropy of the
factor.

So an immediate question might be "Is it true that if T is a
Bernoulli shift and ^ a factor algebra which is maximal with respect
to its entropy, then ^ if complemented?" This is, as we noted
earlier, the same question as "If T and T are isomorphic Bernoulli
shifts and ^ and ^ are respective factor algebras, each maximal
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with respect to its entropy, With h(T\^) = h(T\^)f is there an
isomorphism φ of T and T so that φ(J^) = J ^ ' ? " The answer to
these questions is no—a counterexample has been given by Ornstein
[3]. This gives partial answers to questions one and two.

Since Ornstein's methods involve a skew product with a member
of the uncountable family of non-Bernoulli if-automorphisms (Ornstein-
Shields, [5]), an immediate question is "Is there a Bernoulli shift with
aii uncountable number if factor algebras {̂ :̂ a e A} with the
properties:

( i ) J?*a is maximal with respect to its entropy, for every a e A
(ii) h(T\jra) = h(T\J^) for every a, βeA
(iii) If a, βeA, there is no isomorphism φ commuting with T

such that Φi^l) = ^l unless a = βi

We deal with a weaker question, like question (2): Is there an
uncountable family {Ta: aeA) of isqmbrphic Bernoulli shifts of spaces
Xa and partitions Qa of Xa such that

( i ) V-oo ΓαQor is maximal with respect to its entropy for every
aeA

(ii) (Γβ, Qa) 9Z (Tβ, Qβ) for every a, βeA
(iii) If a, βeAt there is-no isomorphism φ of Ta and Tβ such

that φ(Qa) = Qβ unless a = βi

The family of processes constructed by Ornstein [3] answers this
question. Each automorphism is the skew product of a certain
Bernoulli shift with one of the non-Bernoulli iΓ-automorphisms and
the identity. These automorphisms are proved Bernoulli by Ornstein
[3]. We assume a familiarity with the uncountable family of K-
automorphisms.

The construction* We first construct a Bernoulli shift TB\ we
will then skew this with a non-Bernoulli iSΓ-automorphism and the
identity.

TB is the common extension of the gadget transformations for
a sequence G{n) of gadgets which are defined inductively. It is
generated by a partition R — (Ro, R19 Re, Rf) which also denotes the
partition associated with each gadget. The gadgets depend on certain
increasing sequences of integers f(n), k(n), and s(ri). G(l) is
(A19 :;AP) and G*(l)ci20.

We will describe TB inductively by assuming that G{%) has already
been constructed and constructing G(n + 1):

Divide G(n) into s(n) isomorphic gadgets G(n, 1), , G(n9 s(n)).
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Let G(n + ΐ) = G(n, 1)* - *(?(w, s(n)).
Divide each column C of G(n + 1) into (f(n) - l)k(n) columns

C(i, j),Ί ^ i ^ /(w), 1 ̂  i ^k(n). Precede C(i, i) by j intervals of
Ro, k(n) — j intervals of Rlf and i intervals Rf, and follow it by
f{n) - i intervals of Re, k(n) - j intervals of Ro, and j intervals
of jβ1# These columns are the columns of G(n + 1).

So a typical column of G(n) looks like:

k(rij zeroes and ones.
nn. k(n) —j zeroes followed by j ones—-

so zeroes at bottom and top total k(n))

n l column

«-l column

= j

f(ή)-i e's—so total of/at
beginning and e here is/(w)

s(ή) G(n—l) columns, each equally
likely and independent of all else

= i f's,l<i<f(ή). Eachi
is equally likely

k(n) zeroes and ones, j zeroes
followed by k{n)—j ones.
Each/, Kj<k(n) is equally
likely

We use X to denote \Jn G*(n), and so T* is an automorphism of
X. Let Ta be any of the non-Bernoulli Z-automorphisms defined by
Ornsteiri and Shields, and let Ya be the space on which Ta is defined.
We define an automorphism, which we call Tay of the space X x Ya

(with the product σ-algebra and measure) by

Ta(x, y) =
TBx, Tay)

TBx, y)

if O?6JBO.

if a? e So
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Ornstein shows that this automorphism is a Bernoulli shift of
XxYa if sequences /, a, and k satisfy certain conditions which will
cause, among other things, the number of zeroes in an w-block for
TB to be large compared to the length of an w-block for Ta and small
compared to the length of an (n + l)-block for Ta.

We define a partition Qa « (Qζ, Qΐ, Q«, Qa

f) of X x Ya by

Qΐ = {(x,y)eXx Ya: x e Ro}; Q? = {(x,y)eXx Y.ixeR,}

Q«e = {(x, y)eXx Ya:xeRe); Qa

f = {(x, y)eXx Ya:xeRf} .

Ornstein shows that Vϋ^ T*Qa is maximal with respect to its
entropy, and is not complemented, i.e., there is no factor algebra &\
for Ta so that V-- TiQ" _L J^ and V-- T*aQ

aV^ is the product
(j-algebra for X x Ya.

We will show that if a "family" of iΓ-automorphisms, depending
on sequences / and s of integers, is fixed, and Ta and Tβ are non-
isomorphic members of this family, then there is no isomorphism φ
of Ta and fβ such that φ(Qa) = Qβ. (Note that since Ta and fβ are
from the same family, h{Ta) = h(Tβ), and so h(Ta) = h(Tβ), and so,
by the Ornstein isomorphism theorem, Ta ~ Tβ.) We will show the
nonexistence of φ by assuming that there is such a φ and proving
that fa = Tβ, using the following facts about the family of K-
automorphisms.

(1) Ta = Tβ if and only if ga{n) for all but finitely many n.
(2) Let Rβ>κ be the partition of Yβ defined by R^ = W'fc, i2f>/b)

where R(tk = G*(Λ). There is a certain number έ with the property
that if Rk is any partition of Ya, ya e Ya and yβ e Yβ and the Rk-
name of ya agrees with the lϋ^-name of yβ in all but έ places, then
gjk) = gβ{k).

Let #>! and p2 be the projections of X x Ya onto X and Fα

respectively. Since Tβφ = ̂ Γα, ^Qα = Q ,̂ and V-- Γ̂ Q^ = φ(pλ), we
see that vλΦ(x, y)) — x.

Recall that Ya is partitioned by P = (Pe, P/, Pg) which generates
for fα. We define a partition Pα of X x Ya by

(a?, y) e Pa

e <=*> yePe

(x,y)ePa

f~=>yePf

Let F be the partition φ~ι(Pβ) of X x F«. We can make new
"names" P and P for the points of X x Γα by looking at the P
and P' names, respectively, in only those positions for which the Qa

name is Q%. Of course these "names" do not properly shift with
Ta. The Pa name of (x, y) is the P name of y; the P' name of
(x, y) is the P name of P2(ίΦ, 2/))
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We know, since QaVP" is a generator for Ta, that P' names can
be coded from QaVPa names. That is, for every ε > 0 there is an
n = n(ε) and a partition P.czX/^ Γα(QαFPα) such that \PX - P'\ < ε.

Let Rkx be the partition (Rk

o

x, Rkx) of Ya where

Let A; be large enough that the length of a {k — 1) block for TB

is at least twice n(ε/4); that is, choose k so large that strings in
the QaVPa name which are as long as a (k — 1) block for TB predict
P' with accuracy at least 1 — (έ/4). We will show that whether
these strings predict Rk>x RkiX is nearly independent of x.

Let A be a QaVPa string whose Qa part is two consecutive k-
blocks and whose P part and P' part are mostly fc-blocks in the same
(k + l)-block. (Most strings of this length have their P-part and P'
part made up mostly of fe-blocks in the same (k + l)-block.) So we
have chosen A so that it is the set of points (x, y) which for a
certain j have TBx in the base of a particular column of J^ik), and
have TB

+h{le)x in the base of a particular column of <^(k), and whose
Pa and P' names in the positions j through j + 2h(k) are made
mostly of certain Λ-blocks in the same (k + l)-block.

Let B be another QaVPa string whose Fa part is the same as for
A and whose Qa part is the same as A's except that the number of
zeroes at the beginning of the second fc-block is larger. That is, B
is the set of (x, y) for which TBx is in the base of the same column
for ^(k) as for A, but TJ

B

+hLk)x is in a column which begins with z
more zeroes than the corresponding column for A. Thus, the Pα

part of B is "bunched up" at the beginning of the second Λ -block
when you compare it to that of A.

Since the first halves of the strings A and B are the same, the
positions for ^-blocks in the P' name of B must be the same as for
A (because of the rigidity of the block structure for TB). Thus the
"predictions" of RktX and RkyX', where xf — TBx, based on strings of
length 2% are the same. So \Rh>* - Rk>x'\ < έ/2. But if k is large
enough, all but έ/2 of the x's have strings of length 2n which are
the same of the string for some TBx for a fixed x. Thus, for this
fixed x, \Rk>x — Rk>x\ < έ for all x's except a family of measure less
than έ/2. This and the ergodic theorem give that the Rkx name of
most ya agrees with the Rβ>k name of P2φ{x, yβ) for most x. Thus
9<£k) = Qβ(k), but k is any sufficiently large integer and so Ta = Tβ.
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